TRI-CHAPTER
UNIFORM CODE COMMITTEE (TUCC)

December 12, 2019

Location: Dublin Civic Center, 100 Civic Plaza, Dublin
Time: 12:30 PM to 3:00 PM, Regular TUCC Meeting
** Lunch at 12 Noon. Kindly RSVP prior to the meeting **
Meeting follows immediately at 12:30 PM

Meeting Agenda

1. Introductions
2. Approval of November Meeting Minutes
3. News and Announcements
4. Code Questions:
   a. Questions about ventilation at below grade garage? What if any are the limits to where fresh air comes from? see CMC311.3.1&2, 403.9.
   b. Would you allow a non-vented flat roof with R38 batt insulation but no rigid insulation above deck, i.e. not per R806.5.1?
   c. How do each of your jurisdictions handle public records requests?
   d. John LaTorre suggested the following, “I recommend you establish a TUCC study session on minimum plumbing fixtures and take a look at the 2021 IPC/IBC.”
   e. AIA proposal to enforce WUI vent provisions for re-roofs, thus expanding an element of CBC7A / CRCR337 to apply to existing buildings as well as new.
   f. Other questions:
5. Next Meeting: January 9, 2019, Dublin Civic Center 12:30 PM to 3:00 PM (lunch starts at 12:30 PM)

TUCC Mission: The ICC Tri–Chapter Uniform Code Committee is committed to enhance regional consistency in the application and enforcement of the codes by developing guidelines for code interpretation.